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Summary

INTRODUCTION: Selection of medical students varies between German- and French-speaking Swiss faculties. Geneva introduced an aptitude test in 2010, aimed at helping decision making among students. The test was compulsory: it had to be taken by those who intended to register for medical studies. But it was not selective: there was no performance threshold under which registration would have been denied.

METHODS: We followed 353 students who took the test in 2010, checked whether they confirmed their registration for medical studies and studied their performance during year 1 (selective year).

RESULTS: The correlation between the aptitude test result and the academic performance during year 1 was 0.47 (n = 191), and weakened to 0.38 (n = 214) when including repetition of year 1. The failure to pass in year 2 or success were associated with the aptitude test results (p <0.001). Overall, 20\% of the students succeeded after one year, 26\% after a repeated year 1, and 53\% failed and could not follow further medical studies.

CONCLUSION: Though there was a clear association between the aptitude test and academic performance, students did not appear to take into account when making their career decisions the ability of the test (as implemented in Geneva, that is, compulsory but not selective) to predict their future performance in the medical programme. The test was withdrawn after the 2012 session, but a number of issues regarding the medical selection procedure remain to be addressed.
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Introduction

Admission tests to select Medical School students are internationally widely used, and one of the main points often discussed is how well these selection tests are able to predict academic performance. They often use either cognitive elements such as prior achievement or aptitude tests, and noncognitive measures that include interviews and personal statements; more often, however, a combination of both is used [1], in order to gain better insight into the ability of the student to follow and achieve medical studies.

Selection tests

The Medical College Admission Test (MCAT) is well known in the United States, and has shown some correlation with the United States Medical Licensing Examination (USMLE) Step 1 [2]. This written test has four main components: physical sciences, verbal reasoning writing, and biological sciences. It has been shown that when the MCAT is combined with the Grade Point Average (GPA) to improve the level of predictability, it accounts for 50\% of variance in medical school at year 3, whereas the MCAT alone accounts only for 19\% variance at year 1 and 15\% of clinical performance. Performance at year 1 might therefore be better correlated with the GPA than with the result of a single aptitude test. However, many countries use aptitude tests for the selection of students. One of the rationales behind this organisational choice is that these tests are expected to be less biased regarding socioeconomic background and environment that previous school performance. In Australia, the Graduate Australian Medical Schools Admission Test (GAMSAT) is used to select students in various health professional programmes. It has been shown to correlate with the academic performance at years 1 and 2 [3]. A second test is used in Australia: the Medicine and Health Sciences Admission Test (UMAT), which also seems to correlate well with academic results from years 1 to 6 [3].

Some medical schools also use interviews as part of the selection process for admission. A meta-analysis of 20 studies [4] suggests that such interviews have little value to predict clinical success (p = 0.17) or academic success (p = 0.06). Noncognitive skills assessed through a personal quality assessment during medical school selection shows little correlation with Objective Structured Clinical Examinations (OSCE) [5]. Interestingly, some correlation was shown between admission structured interview scores and the average marks during later clinical years [6]. Multiple...
mini-interviews have been shown to have better reliability [7]: they are a better predictor of clinical clerkship OSCE performance and clinical encounter cards than other non-cognitive measures and previous GPA.

A good review of these different selection procedures has recently been published [8], and the authors also show a strong correlation (around 0.8) between academic performance during the first three years of medical or health science studies, and both high school performance and results of the achievement test at the end of high school in Saudi Arabia.

Selection of medical students in some European countries

The United Kingdom Clinical Aptitude Test (UKCAT) has been progressively implemented since 2006. This written test has four main components that explore verbal reasoning, quantitative reasoning, abstract reasoning and decision analysis. In a fairly recent meta-analysis, the MCAT showed a correlation with academic performance in pre-clinical years [9], but the UKCAT on the other hand did not [10], and its fairness has been questioned [11]. The Irish Health Professions Admission Test (HPAT) also shows some correlation with academic achievement in medicine [12].

In other European countries such as Germany, admission to medical schools is administered by a centralised federal organisation with the universities. One important criterion for admission is the final GPA scored by the applicant in the highest secondary school diploma (Abitur), but different additional criteria are used to select students for admission, varying from one university to another (written test, structured interview, etc.). In France every student can register at a university after graduating from high school (Baccalauréat, the highest secondary school diploma), but the first year is highly selective, and every faculty has a “numerus clausus”. This first year mainly includes theoretical classes such as biophysics and biochemistry, anatomy, ethics or histology, and because of the increasing number of students, it can sometimes be reduced to a number of video-recorded courses that the students have to study at home. In Italy, an admission test is organised every year by the Ministry of Education. The test has five components: general knowledge, mathematics, physics, chemistry and biology. Every student graduating from high school (esame di maturità, the highest secondary school diploma) can register for the test. The test is administered locally: each faculty has its own “numerus clausus” and the result of the test is only valid for entry into the medical school where the examination is taken. Finally, the three Austrian public universities have so far used the same aptitude test as Switzerland, and every faculty has a “numerus clausus”.

Situation in Switzerland

Switzerland has five faculties offering a complete human medical curriculum: Basel, Bern, Geneva, Lausanne and Zurich; whereas Freiburg only offers a 3-year bachelor curriculum and Neuchatel only bachelor year 1. A selective aptitude test designed to measure the potential to follow and succeed in medical studies is used to regulate entrance of students in Basel, Bern, Freiburg and Zurich. Lausanne and Geneva use academic performance during bachelor year 1 to select the cohort of students allowed to continue the curriculum. In 2010 Geneva introduced the same aptitude test as the German speaking faculties for a trial phase, but under different conditions: whereas the test was compulsory for any student wishing to study medicine, the score obtained by the individual had virtually no impact on the selection process. Basically, all students enrolled at the faculty of medicine, regardless of their performance score in the aptitude test. However, the third of the student cohort with the lowest scores was invited to make an appointment with a careers advisor of the local Department of Education to discuss further their interest and motivation to study medicine.

The aptitude test used in Switzerland has ten components: quantitative problems, visualisation and understanding of tubular figures, text understanding, planning and organisation, working with care and concentration, basic biology and medical reasoning, figure memorisation, fact memorisation, recognition of fragments of figures, and understanding of diagrams and tables. This test is not a “pure” aptitude test, and is designed to measure fluid intelligence (ability to think and reason abstractly and solve problems) and crystallised intelligence (ability to learn from past experiences and relevant learning, and to apply this learning to a situation).

The specific situation in Geneva allowed students to register in bachelor year 1, despite having obtained a low score in the test, and offered a unique opportunity to investigate the association between the aptitude test and academic performance without truncation, i.e., without removing the cases with low scores in the aptitude test.

Thus our main objective was to study the association between the aptitude test and the average performance scores (APS) during bachelor year 1, and the capacity to go through this selective year.

Material and methods

The APS is the average of the scores obtained in the two examinations taking place in the bachelor year 1, both of which must be passed to access bachelor year 2. One ex-

Figure 1

Boxplot of the scores obtained in the aptitude test in 2010 for the students who failed to pass in bachelor year 2 within the time allowed (two academic years), the ones who succeeded immediately (success in 2011) of after repeating year 1 (success in 2012).
am is held in January (from molecule to cell; from cell to organ; person health society; integrated clinical problems; physics, chemistry), the other in June (from organ to system; integration unit; person health society; integrated clinical problems; medical statistics). Both examinations have a duration of four hours, and include approximately 120 multiple choice questions. The APS is the mean of the two examination scores.

The APS was computed with two different approaches: the first one (APS1) took into account the results obtained only during the academic year immediately consecutive to the aptitude test; the second one (APS2) took into account the results obtained during either the first year, or the repetition year for those students who failed on their first attempt. When a student had taken an examination more than once, the most recent score was considered, since it is the score that determines whether the student is admitted to year 2. Comparisons of continuous variables split by groups were made with analyses of variance, followed by Fisher tests. Linear regression models where used to measure the association between scores, as well as to validate the linear association hypothesis. Generalised linear model with logit link function was used to measure the association between scores and a pass or fail outcome. All tests were performed with a Type I error rate of 0.05. All the analyses where done with TIBCO Spotfire S+® 8.1 for Windows, TIBCO Software Corporation, Palo Alto, CA, USA.

Results

Among the 380 people registered for the aptitude test in 2010, 353 (92.8%) attended the test session: 51 (14.4%) did not confirm their registration for the medical curriculum in Geneva, 14 (4.0%) registered for a dental curriculum and 288 (81.6%) registered for the medical curriculum. The 51 students who finally did not confirm their registration at the Medical School achieved a lower score at the aptitude test than the others (mean score 45.6 vs 49.9; \( p = 0.012 \)).

The test results and its components are displayed in table 1 with the correlation with both APS1 and APS2. There is a significant correlation between the aptitude test and both APS1 and APS2, but this correlation is weaker for APS2. The aptitude test accounts for 22% of the variability of APS1 and 14% of the variability of APS2.

As with performance in the aptitude test, there is a difference between men and women regarding the APS2 (62.5 vs 67.2 for men; \( n = 214; \ p = 0.022 \)). However, no such difference is detectable for APS1 (56.8 vs 58.7 for men; \( n = 191; \ p = 0.351 \)). Overall, 53% of the students (47% of the men and 58% of the women; \( p = 0.275 \)) failed to pass the bachelor first year examinations at the end of the allowed period of two academic years. Around 20% (23% of the men and 18% of the women) succeeded after one year, and 26% after repeating bachelor year 1 (30% of the men and 24% of the women). The average scores in the aptitude test were 46.2 for those students who failed to pass in the bachelor second year, 50.8 for those who passed but who repeated the first bachelor year and 59.3 for those who passed the bachelor first year at first attempt (\( p < 0.001; \) fig. 1).

A logistic regression model showed a clear association between the score in the aptitude test and success during bachelor year 1 (\( p < 0.001 \)), with no difference between genders (\( p = 0.810 \)). With a score of 40 at the aptitude test, the probability of success without repeating is 0.06 (95% confidence interval [CI] 0.03–0.011), and 0.29 with repeating (95% CI 0.22–0.37). With a score of 50 in the aptitude test, the probability of success without repeating is 0.15 (95% CI 0.11–0.20), and 0.46 with repeating (95% CI 0.40–0.52). With a score of 60 at the aptitude test, the probability of success without repeating is 0.33 (95% CI 0.26–0.41), and 0.64 with repeating (95% CI 0.56–0.71) (fig. 2).

Discussion

This study shows a clear association between the aptitude test result and the APS during bachelor year 1, and the probability of success with or without repeating the first year. The correlation between the aptitude test and the APS1 is moderate, and weakens further when the APS2 is considered. Also, our results show an association similar to the one observed in the USA: the Geneva aptitude test accounts for 14% of the variability of data at year 1, which is similar to the 19% seen with the MCAT. The transitory and very special regulatory situation in Geneva offered the authors a unique opportunity to compare the aptitude test performance with the scores at examinations, independently of performance in the aptitude test, since the test was not selective.

Gender effect

Male students, who are a minority, tended to perform better both in the aptitude test and in the APS during bachelor year 1, although the sample size does not allow any further conclusions as to the existence of a truly different success rate (\( p = 0.096 \)). This gender effect is well acknowledged for several selection tests [13–15]. The questions are still unanswered and remain controversial regarding the level of ability of male students who chose a medical curriculum. Is there a possible bias in the evaluation methods in their favour, or more generally the existence of a true gender dif-
ference for specific aptitudes for example in quantitative reasoning?

**Limitations**

It was not possible to reject the hypothesis that the scores obtained by the test participants would have been different if the test had been selective; the scores in the aptitude test were on average 18% lower than at other sites in Switzerland where it was selective, this however partially confirmed the hypothesis. The absence of a huge difference in scores compared with the other sites, or some low scores considered to be statistical outliers, as well as the normal distribution of the results, may suggest that there was merely a simple shift down due to both weaker preparation and a lower level of concentration on the day of the test. If so, such a shift should not have strongly distorted the association between the test results and future academic performance. Another limitation of the study was that, although it was carried out with a relatively significant number of students, it dealt with only one cohort of students and one faculty; generalisation at this step would be hazardous.

Finally, the process of decision making is much more complex than a yes or no decision based objectively on a single performance score. The study did not allow measurement of intrinsic and extrinsic elements of motivation that probably have a great influence on how the performance test results are interpreted by the students.

**Effect on enrolment and decision-making**

Since its introduction in 2010, the compulsory aptitude test, which has shown its ability to predict success after the first bachelor year, did not appear to be taken account by the students for their own decision to proceed or not into medical studies in Geneva. In addition, following the results of the test only two students made an appointment for a free consultation with a career advisor, among approximately 120 who had been invited to do so.

The test was rather unprofitable in its current frame, which led to several options. Firstly, its introduction as a selective test as in other Swiss or Austrian universities; the current policy of the Geneva Department of Education, which is in favour of giving everybody the opportunity to start an academic curriculum, would not have concurred with that decision. The second option was a complete removal of the test, and this was the decision made in 2012. A third option, a selective procedure based on the test combined with multiple mini interviews [5], might be contemplated in future if the number of students in year 1 continues to increase.

**Remaining issues**

The success rate among the students who registered for the medical curriculum was 20.1% without repeating year 1, and 46.5% with repeating. This level of selection is lower than, or within the range of, many other European countries. In Geneva every student who has graduated from high school is given a chance to start a medical curriculum. However, the current situation raises three main concerns. First, a high proportion of students (53.5%) end up in a situation of academic failure after two years, without any possibility of starting or continuing another health-related curriculum. Second, the fact of having a large percentage of students repeating the first year creates a hold-up phenomenon that is clearly attributed to this selection barrier put at the end of bachelor year 1; this penalizes the newly enrolled students who do not benefit from the so-called “learning effect” among the students who repeat their first year. Finally, the complete shift of paradigm for the students who face a fast transition from a highly competitive and pedagogically traditional first year to a completely problem-based learning system in bachelor year 2, is not entirely satisfactory from a pedagogical point of view.

**Conclusions**

Medical studies are a field in which the education managers are rather lucky to have the opportunity to choose their students. A selection procedure is a highly complex multilayer and multiobjective grid, with short- and long-term goals, and every action in one layer may have consequences in all the others. In a meta-analysis conducted in 2011 [16], the authors concluded that “there is a consensus about assessment for selection for the health professions and specialty programmes, but the areas of consensus are small”.

Finally, and from another point of view, it may be said that certain groups within the population are not well represented among medical school students, and that widening access may be also be driven by sociopolitical concerns. Medical schools must be socially accountable and address the health concerns of communities, region or nation, but there is very little theory and empirical research on the im-

---

**Table 1:** Aptitude test scores (%) by gender and correlation with APS during Bachelor Year 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>All (n = 553)</th>
<th>Men (n = 141)</th>
<th>Women (n = 212)</th>
<th>p-value test difference between gender</th>
<th>Correlation with APS2 (n = 214)</th>
<th>Correlation with APS1 (n = 191)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quantitative problems</td>
<td>49.3</td>
<td>51.8</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>&lt;0.001**</td>
<td>0.380**</td>
<td>0.469**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tubular figures visualisation and understanding</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>59.2</td>
<td>55.6</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.129*</td>
<td>0.151*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text understanding</td>
<td>49.0</td>
<td>52.4</td>
<td>46.8</td>
<td>0.005**</td>
<td>0.370**</td>
<td>0.445**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning and organisation</td>
<td>41.3</td>
<td>43.0</td>
<td>40.1</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0.310**</td>
<td>0.340**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working with care and concentration</td>
<td>55.8</td>
<td>61.3</td>
<td>52.2</td>
<td>&lt;0.001**</td>
<td>0.198**</td>
<td>0.210**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic biology and medicine reasoning</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>52.7</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>&lt;0.001**</td>
<td>0.460**</td>
<td>0.460**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure memorisation</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>41.3</td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>0.309</td>
<td>0.141*</td>
<td>0.143*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facts memorisation</td>
<td>50.3</td>
<td>46.6</td>
<td>52.7</td>
<td>&lt;0.001**</td>
<td>0.140*</td>
<td>0.140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fragments of figures recognition</td>
<td>51.1</td>
<td>52.2</td>
<td>50.4</td>
<td>0.297</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagrams and tables understanding</td>
<td>48.3</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>44.6</td>
<td>&lt;0.001**</td>
<td>0.304**</td>
<td>0.434**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant result at the level 5%  ** Significant result at the level 1%
pact of these considerations on selection policy [1], which is a complex issue. In the UK, the UKCAT was suspected of exacerbating rather than ameliorating the social class selection bias [14], but there were opposing views [17]. This may be true for many other selection procedures in other countries, but to our knowledge the issue has never been raised formally in Switzerland, where the number of primary care physicians in rural areas has decreased a great deal, and about 23% of the inhabitants in Switzerland are foreign (40% in Geneva). In addition to a solid reflection on selection procedures, which is on-going in many places [1, 14, 18], and in the context of a future need to train more medical doctors especially in primary care, the issue of facilitating any connexions between the different health curricula, and at different levels, is probably also a strategic choice that can help broaden the profiles of medical students while guaranteeing a minimum of skills and competences to be achieved with the Federal Licensing Examination in Human Medicine.
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Figure 1
Boxplot of the scores obtained in the aptitude test in 2010 for the students who failed to pass in bachelor year 2 within the time allowed (two academic years), the ones who succeeded immediately (success in 2011) of after repeating year 1 (success in 2012).
Figure 2
Probability of success during bachelor year 1 as a function of the score at the aptitude test (n = 288). The continuous line is the probability of success after one or two attempts and the dashed line is the probability of success without repeating year 1. The fitted lines obtained with logistic regression models are drawn with 95% confidence interval.